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SrnIMARY -- 

This note is intended as a brief report on progress Jmade 
with the Southampton University hypersonic gun tunnel during the first 
six months since it became operational, it includes a description of 
the meohanical construction of -bhe tunnel and the instrumentation that 
has been developed for it, together with some ~reliminaq7 measurements 
designed to test the steadiness and uniformity of Ync flow. Specialised 
reports dealing with these subjects in detail will be issued at a later 
date. 

I. Introduction -sn-- 

5Jh.c "light gas hypersonic gun tunnel" is a development of 
the conventional shock tube giving a comparatively long running time for 
aeredynamic testing purposes. Its mode of operation has been fully 
described by other authors (Ref.1) and will only be outlined here. Fig. 1 
shortis the principal components. A vessel (q) containing gas at high 
pressure is initially separated from the main tube or gun barrel (2) 
at a lower prcssuro by a metal diaphragm (3) and a light piston (4). 
When the diaphragm is ruptured the piston is driven down the barrel and 
a strong shock .qave forms ahead of it. The: shot:; wave is r;-flticted 
several times betl~een the end of tne barrel and the piston b&ore the 
latter is Einaliy brought fo rest, and so the slug of air ahead of it 
is heated and compressed in a non-iscntropic manner. This heated air 
breaks a second diaphragm (5) and accclcrates from rest through a 
convergent-divergent nozzle (6) into the test section (7) and finally 
pas :;cB into a large evacuated vessel (9) via a diffuser (8). 

Calculations of the performance of a typical gun tunnel have 
been reported in Rcf,2, in vLhLch allowance for real gas effects has been 
IWk. These calculations show that hypersonic flows with durations of 
several tent& of a second and T;<ith stagnation temperatures reac,'ning 
several thousand degrees Kelvin may bc expcctcd. 

The reason why the running tim%e of the: gun tunnel may be many 
times greater than that of the shock tube is simply that the use of a 
piston enables the processes of shock coqrcssion and ex?ansion through 
the nozzle to be effi;ctivcly seraratcd. The ;I.Lston, backed by the g&s 
in the hi& pressure vessel, drives all the heated air out through the 
nozzle and the running tj-x may bc inc?*oascd simply by reducing tn:: 
throat sizti, until. a &6.t is sc;t 52 the nclting oi" -the throat. In the 
conventional shock -tu3c, on the other hand, the running time cannot be 
greater than the tine betTJeen the arrival of t%: siloel; wave and the 
arrival of the conk?,ct surface at the nozzle ,ntrance, however small 
the nozzle is made. 

2. / 



2. hfec~ticsl Construction 

The general arrsngeuent of the tunnel and associated 
equipment is shown in Yi~.2. The high ijreuQ ~w,re vessel and barrel run 
on a light railway for ease of dismantling to replace the piston and 
disphrs~ms. The railway rests on a concrete plinth which ~1~0 supports 
the working section and the schliercn equipment, &;ile the V~CUGC~ vessel 
is set in a hole in the floor. 

2.1 High pressure vessel l?1-,) -,---LA2 

This is a 5 ft long section of a 3.7 in. gun barrel. One end 
is closed. with a screwed blanking plus, and the other contains an 
adaptor which reduces the bore to 1.25 in. ma also grips the diaphragm. 
Tne diaphragm is burst by means of an electrically operated "prd.Cker"* 

2 .2 

A 10 f-t long gun forging with a smcoth bore I.25 in. in diameter, 
the barrel is coupled to the diaphragm and of the high pressure vessel by 
means of a large nut. A section at the other end of the barrel is 
detaohable and contains various cm-try ports for i~lstrwentation. Another 
nut joins this section to the nozzle. 

2.3 Nozzle (?i:& 

Xade in three sections, this has a conical contraction, a 
cylindrical throat 0.Q1.0 in. in diameter, a conical expansion with an 
over-all expansion angle of 74 degrees, and an exit diameter of 2 in. 
The throat section is made from copper and the other lx-; parts are steel. 

2.4. Test sccti~~ -m 

The nozzle etilausts into a I.!+ in. x 3 in. x 82 in. box of welded 
cY3struction from U-section steel. The removable side @a-Los c*ntain 6 in. 
diamctcr schlieren aindows. A drirtfuser is fitted at the downstream end of 
the test section through which the hypersonic jet enters the vacuum vessel. 

2.5 Vacuum VZSSC~ =e~ __Nm 

fL 5 in. diamctt;r pipe f'Z?GLi the test section leads into a steel 
vcsscl of 70 cu ft capacity, wllich is cvscuakd by an Eikvarhs rotary pump 
(Type CKS 27, displacement 27 cu ft/min). 

The tunnel is at present being run from bottles of comm*roial 
compressed air. A 3!330 p.s.>.* air com-i_'ressor is being set up for this 
purpose, and it is planned iLlso to run the tunnel from bottled helium or 
hydrogen. 



If the additional assumption in 
are constant 

a made that the flow properties 

to determine 
throughout the run, then the following measurements sufr"ioe 
the flow: 

(4 reservoir pressure (ii1 the end section of the barrel ahead of 
the nozzle); 

(b) pitot pressure (in the test section); 

(C) running time (from pitot pressure). 

tiowing the reservoir pressure and the mass of gas 
running time gives a mean reservoir (stagnation) temperature. 

heated, the 
The pi-tot 

pressure and the shock wave equations then determine the flovr lv!ach number 
and the isentropic relations give an effective nozzle area ratio, so that 
the state of the gas in the test section may bc determined. 

If one other measurement can be made, either in the reservoir 
ahead of the nozzle or in the test section, then the rather suspeot 
rut-hng time calculation may be checked. This may be dcnc, for example, 
either by direct measurement of the reservoir 
of the gas velocity. 

temperature or by observation 

The above conclusions arc not, of course, altered by equilibrium 
real gas effoots. Calculations will be much more tedious if tabulated gas 
properties are used instead of the ifieal gas equation of state v;ith 
Y = constant, but the numbcr of measurements required to solve the problem 
ud.i,l be the same. 

(ii) Non-adiabatic fl-w, gas in thermodynamic equilibrium.- In this 
ease measurements in the reservoir are no help as they wnnot be related 
to test conditions, so all three r*quirca quantiti,?s must be measured in 
the test section. For exam@, tlhu @tot pressure, static pressure and 
gas velocity are sufficient. 

(iii) JSon-equilibrium flea.-This may occur either as a result of rapid 
expansion 'bf the gas through the nozzle, or from rapid compression through 
a strong shock wave in iront of a body. In either case one additional 
measurement is required in the region of interest for each molecular degree 
of freedom that is out of equilibrium. It appears extremely diffioult to 
make sufficiently accurate measurements to deduce the state of oquiiibrium 
of the gas from thermodynamic quantities. A more hopeful approach seems 
to be to use an absorbtion technique as a direct measure of the density of 
the particles in question. 

Work is under way or planned to measure the following quantities: 

(4 reservoir pressure; 

04 reservoir temperature; 

(c) piston velocit;y (giving reservoir &nsity); 

(d) pi-tot pressure; 

(4 static pressure; 

(f) gas velocity. 

These measurements should be sufficL:nt to chock whether the flow 
through tne nozzle is iscntro@, but tiizy nil1 probably not be accurate 
enough to determine the equiLibri.um state of the gas as ~~11~ 
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4. Instrumentation for the Tunnel --___1_ 

The policy of instrumicntation has been to investigate the main 
parameters in the gun tunnel .~ld to rec~rci theme simultaneously where 
possible. 

We have therefore been -mainly concerned Iwith measuring static 
levels and low frequency variations, consistent with the frequency response 
of the multi-channel photographic recorder*. 

Certain parameters have also been studied individually for high 
frequency behaviour and the results displayed on a large bandwidth 
oscilloscope. 

It was envisaged at the outset that it would be better to 
investigate several parameters simultaneously in a simple manner rather 
than to &ovote a large amount of research time to measuring one parameter 
33CUELtCl~. This has enabled us to gain experience in several techniques 
which can later be extended for more detail--d studies. 

4.1 Pressure transcluccrs - mim-usea 

All pressure measurements hnvc boon m&c with the S.L.M. quartz 
crystal pressure gauges. They htLve been found to 'UC satisfactory. Because 
of their high insulation resistance: (ld" ohms) it is possible to measure 
static pressurcr: levels; this, ho:;K?vc r , can Oil13 be don2 if an electrometer 
valve is used to isoli~ti: -5~2 gauge charge Prom the display instrument, 
The S.L.d. Piezo-Calibrator Unit SeIVCS this function and delivers an 
output v\ltage of order 0.5 volts at I2 ohms impedance for connection 
to other equipment. It further provi&es a convcnicnt pressure sensitivity 
control, simplg by selection of input capncitor to the eleotrometer valve. 

Ve have uzcd the folloxing typos of S.L.M. piezo gauge:- 

TYW - Pressure Range 'Natural Yrcquency ; Sensitivity Dimensions 

: p .s.i. gauge cycles/set. ip.CG./p.s.i. (' 22s.) 
4 Diam. Lwigth 
i 

PZ 6s 1.4 - 4,m / 5OOxlC3 j O.l;.G IO.25 0.56 
/ _ I _ 

PZ 14 , I,4 - 2,100 I+8 x 103 4.J 0.625 2.25 ‘ 
._/ _ / . - . 

: Pz 60 ’ oeO.5 -85 / 7 xld 
i -~ 
8 -128 '2.35 2.42 ; 
I / . 

The mirkture PZ 6s gauge has been fitted behind a pitot tube 
in the working seotion to measure pitot pressuri. In the most sensitive 
conrlrition of tnc Piczo Cc;librstor unit, xh(, voltage output is z 0.5 m-V. 
for I p.s.i. pitot pressure, This is fed into a D.C. smplifior having a 
voltage gain of 400 and an output impodanco of 209 R to fei-d the moving 
coil gslvanomcters 0i’ the phOtOgra$lric rcCOrder, The F.Z. 60 has also 
been used for measuremtx1-t cf pitot pressures snttL provides 60 m.V. for 
? p.s.i* pitot pressure* Unfortulraxly it is large and can only bc 

connected/ 
-----.-----.-1 



connected to the pitot tube by a length cf capillary tubing. Thus a 
higher voltage output is gained at the expense of frequency response, 
which, with the capillary tubing, is approximately 200 cycles/set, 

The P.2. 14 gauge has been used for barrel pressures. 

4.2 Piston displacement and velocity measurement by microTiaves 

We wished to study the effect of piston mass and shape upon 
the flow steadiness and length of running time of the gun tunnel0 For 
this purpose a microwave technique is being developed. This technique 
regards the gun barrel as a resonant microwave cavity, and the travelling 
piston as a tuning plunger moving in the cavity. A brass face is fixed 
to the nylon piston for the purposes of Ynese measurements (see Fig.6). 
The standing wave field is monitored by a crystal diode detector, and 
it is observed that whenever the piston passes through a half-wavelength 
station the standing wave field is disturbed in a cyclic manner (Fig.-/). 
The crystal diode output voltage is a varying S.G. level, the time between 
successive crests corresponding to the time taken for the piston to travel 
through h 

d 
2 (where h 

the barrel). 
g 

is the wave-length 15' the wave system set up in 

Thus not only displacements can be measured, but also the 
average velocity of the piston between any hfi stations. 

D 
In the Southampton TJrxiversity gun tunz~el the barrel is energised 

by a low power reflector klystron* opcmting in the 3 cm, commercial band 
(see Appendix I). 

A simple h 
k 

4 aerial is used at the neszle end of the barrel, 

consisting of a copper ring or cr@ss suppcrted in a nylon plug. Because 
of the high pressure involved, coupling the micronave energy into the gun 
barrel is very difficult and involves a considerable loss of power. Fli have 
now develcped a satisfactory coupling which has been tested to 1k,500 p,s.i. 

The output voltage from the silicon crystal diode is normally 
displayed on a Solartron C.D. 513 oscilloscope and photogrsphcd on 35 mm. film. 

An oscillogram is shown (Fig.7) of the vsriaticn in crystal 
diode voltage during a t~picsl rm,. taken 4.0 mSccs after the diaphragm 
was ruptured. Analysis of this (Fig.3) indicates that the piston is 
increasing in velocity from 1,445 ft/sec to A,&30 ft/sec over a barrel 
length of 3.02 in. during a time interval of 17% Sets. This requires an 
acceleration of order 265,000 ft/secs, The maximum piston velocity so far 
observt;Cl has been 1,700 ft/scc, Velocities and displacements have been 
measured throughout the entire period OP the piston motion. 

Tne Tektronix Oscilloscope used in this instance :~ias kindly lent 
by Aerodynamics Division, 5.F.L. 

Since the primary measurement is one of piston displacement 
along the barrel from starting position, it should be possible to calculate 
the stagnation density of the gas at any time during the flow. This may 
be done by estimation of the rate of mass J?lo$~ Urough the throat, since 
the initial mass contained in the barrel is la?own. 

We are developing a "raster" type of C.R.T. display which till 
enable the whole run to be rccor&d, yet have an individual time-base 
sufficiently short in duration to enable accurate piston velocity variations 
to bc determined. 

4.3/ 
-YIII-----I1C--C--L-_----------L--------------- 
* Kindly loaned by A.S.R.X., Cosham, Hants. 
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It is inter&d to mcasurc the tcmperaturc of the heated gas 

in the barrel by an optical met;lcd. The method used is the sodium line 
revcrssl technique as applied to the shock tube by Gaydon and Glass 
(Ref.3). 

YWO quartz ;Cndoas have bcon installed in the detachable 
section of tne barrel (SW Fig.&). A 13-stage photomultiplicr tube 
(type E.E.I. 9302 B) has been tested in conjunction with a Tungsten 
"Point-o-lite" lamp and transmission filters to isolate a bandwidth of' 
80 A0 in the region of the sodium D lines, Absorbtion effects have 
been readily observable through the flame of a Moca burner. 

The method is a null-point ine, and as such mean:: that the 
measurencnt obtained is that of the time during the run at which the 
tempcraturr: of the heated gas is equal to the temperature of the backpomd 
source used. 111 order to obt;zir, a ~t~mperat~c-time history of the heated 
gas a series of runs using constant initial conditions must bo performed. 

' Preliminary runs have indi.cated that the method is suitable for 

reservoir tcmpernture measurements i;l the hypersonic gun. At present the 
sodium is introduced into the vorking gas by do>ositing sodii~n chloride 
crystals in the barrel before & run. 

4.4 ___ Schliurcn s;/sten 

The schliercn system used to date Las been a conventional 
single pass, twin mirror instal.lation, using a spark discharge light 
SOurCC* oi'jing to limitations or space, the optical axis has been "bent" 
on either side f the ;:orking section. This has necessitated the use of 

two optically flat plant mirrrs, which has reduced the amount of light 
available for photography. 

The concave mirrors arc: of 6 ft focal length, and the image 
lens 17" focal lcqth, giving an image spproximat;ly 3.5 times snsllcr 
than the object under examination. The image of the spark gap is focussed 
onto a rectangular slit appro~~tely 0.75 IUI~, b;? tj mm. Thi; spmk gap 
utilises steel electrodes and is triggered by a thii-d elcctrodc 3s 

described in Section &,$$.5. It is parti.ally constrained by means Of 

a paxolin channel surroundinf; the electrodes. The duration ,,f the cnark . 
is apgoximatcly 2y sets. 

It has been found from preliminary r;iioiog:rsphs t122-i; tlw system 

has inadequate sensitivity for th;hc low dens j 4:. L c i 'o under conxiderstion, 

Only severe densi.Q gmdi;nts, i.e. through a shock, have been noticed. 
The edges of the: hypersonic jtt have not been obsorvcd. 

It is intcndcd to use a longcr focal length mirror and an 
improved light source of shorter duration and increased brightness in 
order to imprC:ve the overall sensitivity oi" the system. 

4.5 _Dclay generator for schliwcn spark 

This permits photography of tin,2 flw by means of the spark at 
any time during the run. 

The delay generator is a convcntionCL phantastron square wave 

generator utilising 3 vsrinblz duration square vXvc. ThiS wave is 

differentiated sharply, and thi: trailing cdgc "pip" srra.nged. to fire 
a thyrstron. This discharges a 4&E’d condLns0 (char&i at 250 v) 
through the prima,ry of a car ignition coil, the high voltage output 
of which is conncctcd to ihe trigger clcctrode of the spark gap system. 
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The discharge pulse of the spark is too rapid to be monitored 
on the recorder, 
for this purpose, 

so the phantastron pulse is brought out to the recorder 

(See Fig.13). Th> 
enabling the duration of thti &lay to be observed. 

c actual i~OlD2L-t of spark firing is coincident in time 
with the trailing edge of the phantastron square :cave . At present the 
phantastron is triggered from a voltage step caused by a breaking wire 
in the mouth of the jet exit in the working section. 

4.6 High voltage SUT-ply for sparlc 

k IO K.V. r.m.s. transformer secondary ftseas a conventional 
half-wave rectifier circuit. The mains input to the transformer is 
controlled by a Variac, this providing a convenient fine adjustment to 
the high voltage output and hence to the brightness of the schlieren 
spark. 

4.7 Diaphragm "pricker" 

Because cf the need to make several sinultsncous‘measurements 
on a multichannel photorecorder, it was considered impracticable and 
wasteful of film to start the recorder running and then rely on natural 
bursting pressure. 

A spring loaded 
(see Fig.3). 

"nricker" has therefore been developed 
The spring is'compressed iXXKJall:f, prior to inserting the 

first diaphragm, and rctain~d in compression by a light pavT1. This paw1 
is then released by- r", solenoid. 

The pricker has been deliberately mtldo long so that the spring 
and solenoid assembly can be mounted as far back from the constriction as 
possible, thereby avoiding blockage. It X&S found that a conically 
pointed pricker tended to seal itself in its puncture hole. Hovlever, since 
using a wedge-shaped profile, diaphragm sealing has not occurred. 

Early tests made at atmospheric pressure in the breech indicated 
that the pricker had sufficient force to puncture &i.ap,hragms suitable for 
1000 p.s.i. , yet when the breech was pressurised to 1000 p.s.i. the 
diaphragms failed to burst. It was concluded that this 1:'~s because of 
the increased air density slowing dor,n the ram and accordingly the 
bolt-ram casing WCS liberally vented with holes. Since this ~8:; done 
the diaphragms have burst cleanly every time and it h‘ls been found 
possible "GO pressurise at 201; bcloxg the natural bursting pressure and still 
adequately burst the diaphragm with the pricker. However, in order to 
obtain good petslling, it was found neccssa ry to burst at 5;s bclo?;r the 
natural bursting pressure. 

4sa "Pricker " triiae 

It was realised that this clectro-mechanical pricker :vould be 
irhercntly irremlar in time of operation. 7ki.s ruled out using the 
pricker firing voltage step as a master trigger. Clearly the best trigger 
wr,uld be that occurring at the instant of diaphragm burst. 

The @ckcr has therefore bee n electrically insulated from the 
gun (the gun being at earth potential) and placed at i-24 volts. The only 
reason for this potential is that tnc: solenoid operating voltage is 
Z+. volts and comes into the breech via a pressure-+i;ht connection and 
hLnce is immediately available. '&on the released pricker impinges on 
the netal diaphragm there is a momcntaly short circuit which disappr‘ars 
as the diaphragm petals open. To saPc?gurLrii the accumulator su;q:ly a 
24 volt, 36 y,w'ct bulb is included in the circuit, -Anich, v,&:n cold, has 
negligible resistance. 
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The pricker voltage has been monitored on tht multi-channel 
recorder (see Fig.13) and some interesting cvcnts may be observed:- 

(i) It provides a measure of the opcrstional time of the pricker 
system and shows that at a breech pressure of 10'10 lb/in' it varies 
from 50 to 80 milliseconds for individual runs. 

(ii) The actual shorting pulse may bc seen on the record, and 
appears to be of the order of 4 millisecond duration, though this may 
conceivably be a result of the galvanometcr frequency reijponsc. h'ovrevcr, 
no matter what the duration of thi;; pulse is, its leadin:: edge may be 
utilised to operate a fast speed trigger valve, this then serving as 
a master trigger. 

(iii) That t1 E petalling of the diaohragm can oscillate to and fro 
due to the reflected wave system and in-swacping past the pricker 
completes the circuit. An oscillation at a frequency of about 30 cgcle~/se~ 
may be discerned corresponding to the acoustic resonance in the barrel 
(see Section 5,~Q.Z). 

4.9 Future mcasurcmcn%x -_D__---v-- 

Gas velocgg: - by photographing a spark disturbance propagated dowxtr~am. 
We plan to develop this in a small shock tube. 

mture:- in high pressure vessel, ~)arzcl and working section by means I-s--- 
of resistance thermometers and thermocouples, 

Shockseed:- by inserting -s-w -a a pair of resistance film thermometers in the 
barrel at the nozzle end, we hope to detect and measure the shock speed 
for its several reflections. 

Piston vclocSity che&:- 'it;ro i'oil strain gauges ~'Rreldit-df' onto the 
-%arrcl, wired into a D.C. bridigc circuit and. d~tectirg change in 

circumferential strain due to passage of $ston past that point. 

Aero<*amic forces:- For various m-w -- 
lift and drag f%rccs. 

bodies 1~:: plan to measure the aerodynamic 
d/e x:;il.l try to do this by means of strain gauges 

mounted on the sting support, 

5. Speri&xtal Results -_u 

The results reported in this paper arc preliminary findings from 
the first few months of operation of the glun turncl. All measurements have 
been made using air at e. driving pressure of 1010 lb/in" 2nd barrel pressure 
of 1 atmosphere. Etnce t11c: stagnation tom~xzrsturc has been only of the 
order of 1000°K. The dump chamber has been evacuated to l/IO m.m. of Fig. 

The area ratio of the conical nozzle was designed to produce a 
Mach number of apt3roxi.mately IO at its exit, allowance bc;ing 1mad.e for the 
finite wall boundary layer. 

5.1 DianhragmA 

The high pressure vessel of th.: gun is separated from the barrel 
by a metal diaphragm. Both annealed coi2xr and pure aluminium have been 
used, Tests hsvc bwn carried out tc detcrminc the bursting pressures and 
ITlOdE? at rupture of various thicknesses of iSLtL.Tb.1, and to test the 
suitability of thti sj3riag lo;dcd tricker as :i wans of initiating rupture, 

A simple tl-1cox-y m.s used to predict bursting pressure (see 
Appendix II) and checked agxinst c-xnerincntal (da tn. The: results of 
&iaphraglJ bursting rcsta arc shown in PLg,3. 

In/ 
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of a 
In order to fire the gun, kiaphr2.gms arc ruptuxd by mea-is 

spring loaded steel pricker (see E.g.3). It has been found that 
good petalling has been obtained nith diaphragms ruptured by this method, 
if the#y have been subjected to prc-- LIJu.res $ below the natural burstin 
pressure prior to rupturing. Y& is tnc minimum ellovJancc that can be 
made since this must cover the cxpicted scsttcr due to sli&t variations 
in material proper-tics. Examples of diaphragms 
the spring loaded pricker arc shown in Fig.-lO. 

burst naturally and v;ith 

The second diaphragm separating the barrel from tne dump 
chamber was originally placed at t'ne nozzle wit. Its purpose was to 
delay flow establishment in the nozzle until stcndy conditions had been 
achieved in the barrel. The delay between the gun firing and flotv 
establishment couldbc variad by changing the thickness of the diaphragm. 
This sheme :;'a~ abandoned since the tem;teratu.rc decay in reservoir 
conditions is appreciable during the delay and the hottest portion of 
the running time is lost. At prcsen'i tti barri; is separated from the 
dump chamber by a piece of "Scllotape" at the contraction end of the 
nozzle. This has bocn found to withstand a prossure differential of 
1 atmosphcrc. Using this system the flol.ir is established soon after the 
piston reaches thi: nozzle end of the barrel on its first escursion. It 
has been found tht the "Scllot~pe" is vaporizcd by the high temperature 
working gas and the nozzle thercforc rcnains unobstructed &.l,lrir,g the run* 

5.2 *sure measurements in barrL1 

The pressure in the barrel durin g the run has been measured 
using an S.L.1::. P.Z. 14-, O-2000 p.s.i. pressure transducer. The gauge 
is screwed into a hole in the barrel situntcd 3" from the nozzls w,d, the 
sensing element of the gauge being rcccsstid l/l6 in. froi~ the in&cl* wall. 
The output is recorded on the Ilciland recorder. The natural frequency 
of the recorder galvanometers is 500 c2-clcs/sec. so that only fluctuations 
up to this frcqucncy may be linearly obscrvcd. A typical b;?rrcl ?ressur;;- 
record is shown in Pig.11. 

It is noted that during the run the barrel pressure trace consists 
of approximately a square wveform 03 :rihich is impo~cd 3 decay. This 
waveform can be attributed to an acoustic oscillation szt up behind the 
piston. Every time a vavc is propagated in the barrul to::erds the din,hragn 
station it is reflected by the area discontinuity as a NSVC of opposite sign. 
The pressure transducer thus r,zsponds to a series of stegs of alternate 
sign, thereby producing tho squsrc vravcform. The oscillation attenuates to 
lO$ of the mean pressure level after 0.1 SCCS. ThC! square waveform is 
modulated by further disturbances 05' smsll<r amplitude which probably erise 
from a zdcondary wave system rcflcctcd .I'rom the rear 01 the breech. The 
messurcd frequency of the square \lavcform (3'3 c;*clc:s/scc) is in close 
agreement with the predicted frequency of an acoustic v;av~; travelling 
in a pipe IO feet long. 'The frequency in c ;lipti closed at one 2nd is 
given by 

where a Go is the wave velocity and 4 is the lt:ngth of the; pipe. 

It would app ccr from these mcasurzments that the flow quantities 
in the working section will bc subject to sir.iri.lrzr 0scil.l.a Cons. Honevcr, 
the magnitude sttcntuatcs 50 that after 0.1 s~.r.ond (for prosent conditions) 
the oscillation in the morhing section pitot. pressure, for cxxmplc, v&l.1 
be not greater than lCr$ of the rr,tan lwcl. 

A/ 
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A preliminary investigation has been radc into the shock 
reflcotion process by means ef the P.Z.14. wessure trsnsduwr, the 
result being recorded on a C.R.O. Results have shos;n that two shwk 
reflectiens ocwr, i.c. one reflection from the closed. end of the barrel 
and one from the face of the piston, The inciknt shock pressure ratio 
has bccn found to be sna ller than theoretically predicted from ~4104:: tube 
theory. This is probably due to excessive piston fristion. However, 
successive reflected shock pressure ratios agree closely with a 
theoretical estimate obtained from the measured value of the incident 
shock pressure ratio. it is intended tn study the shock refleotion 
prwess in more detail fo, p a series of dia~hrca~m pressure ratios and 
to measure the pczk pressures acting on the barrel. 

eiaents in the je$ 

Pressure mc;;surcments in the ox,cn jet working section have 
been restricted to pitot prtissure. Hypo(IermiJ tubis (0,065" O.D., 
0.043" L.D.) are attschcd to 2 double we12go section support positisncd 
acress the jet. &,nh tube iI1 turn is cormcctcd vi; flexible tubing to 
the S.L.X. P.Z. 60, O-30 p.s.i. pressure trans2ucer. The length of 
tubing is kpt to a minimum in order to keep the rtis-oonse tine of the 
pressure measuring system as short 33 possible. The natural frequency 
of the present system is of the or&r of x0 cycles/set. 

In or&r to record higher frequency components, the centre 
hypodermic tube is ocnn~ciod to an S.L.%. P.Z. 6 miniature pressure 
transducer mounkd in the wdge support. The tube length in frent of 
the gauge is thus much reduced and tne freqwncy response of the system 
impr-ved, HOXCY~t3T?, the trznsCW32r is working at the lowest end of its 
range, and tcgcthcr v;ith the fact that it :'?a~ found to be very te,mperature 
sensitive, results SC far obtained from this systca have been unreliable~ 
The outputs from both ~;auges are amplified and recorded for the dur2~tion 
of the run on the Heilnnd recorder. The sys terns are statically calibrate& 
against a mercury m2nonctcr. 

Initial measur2mants rwre taken with the jet entering the dump 
chamber through c large hole. Only one pro,,ti ~~-ure ohannel could be obtained 
from each run ori;ing to ths fact that only one set ef ancillary equipment 
was available. By selecting different chc&nnols for scp,?mtc: runs the pitot 
pressura distribution zcress the jet YT;G obtained anG the variation af the 
distribution with time noted, A txpical. record is shown in E'ig.12. An 
oscillation of approximntfly 30 cycles/see. is apparent in the rucsrd and 
was found to be in phase with the oscillaticn in barrel wessure. 

in reservoir conajltions 
Thus, 

as would be exp~cwd, the fluctuatisns are 
transmitted t!-Tough the nozzle to the; :rClrlCi.n~ sa9S.on. 

In general , pitct pressure records obtained showed consider,>ble 
unsteadiness of flow throughout the run. Variations in total head of the 
order of 302 have been recorded. The scatter in this quantity bctwen 
consccutivc runs was approxixxztcly lO$. 

In order to cvercome the problem of unsteadiness of flw & 
diffuser has been fitted at the Ontrance of the rvorking section to the 
dump &amber (see Fig.q). The series of pitot yJressure ceasurw~~cnts 
previously discusse6 was ri:pcatcd.. These sho\i:e~ that the floTz steatines;s_ 
had been improved; variations in pitot prcssurz were no greater Ihan lOi5 
over the Cluration 2nd riioasuremfxxts from consecutive runs w2rc repeatsl)le. 
Typical pitot pressure rceork for this co~;di.tion are shonn in Fig.13. 

Typical profiles of pitot pm:;surL mrosr, the jet 53x she-an in 
Fig.?&, corr;:spor;ding to thy tire working :,cc-tion conditions &iscussed. 
previously* The $rofi.li: ';jas ms;.surcd ;2t 5 &L.st;cr;ci: of 1.15” fro:n the 2" 
&&meter exit o-f the n0zzl.c and O,qC) sccords :'ron the commcnccmcnt or flow 
establishment. Thy shoir that for thi diifus~ti cow%i.tion that is a region 

of/ 



of uniforn flow of 3pzz-oximkly 0.3" di;mettr, ;:hilc for the undiffused 
state there is ,z considerzblc vzriz,ticn ,zc.;'oss the 7;lholc of the jet. 

Pitot prcssurc ncauancnts havr: bar, repcntcd for two other 
axial positions along the jet md hcvc: shown that there is a. SIach nuclber 
gradient along the zxis. Tnc axial v3zi2tion is shovrn in Fig.15. 

3'ron the nezan-i-d valws cf pitot pressure ,and rLservoir 
pressure it is theoretically po ssible to talc-alc?te thG flow ikch runbcr 
using the Rsylcigh supersonic pitot formula. fIo;:~v~r, this ZssuiJes m 
idcal ,gs nith cons-tznt ratio of specific heats (y). The calc~lztion of 
Mach mmbcr using tkis nethad is very scnsitivc to smll chr,ngzs in y and 
hence the reacrvoir tc;nperzturc of the g,s ;nus-t bc kw-m. kt mesa-t tile 
only ncans of estincting the tenperctures is to cz,lcuktc the .knn r~sa-voir 
tempersture using the nmsured runnin,- tiiX cs outlrind in ZkC.1 l Lssming 
constant conditions during the run the rcswvoir -imnAw-c?.ture (Tll> is given 
bY 

where T 0 is t?~c initial tcnpcrsturc of tile &an in thti bzIa.1; 

Q 0 is the velocit,y of sound of IAni: 62s in the bzrrtil before firinG; 

p"D is t'nt man driving prop- Uaurc in the barrel during the run; 

PO is the initial b::~rel ;3rcssure; 

dT is the throat dia,nt:tcr; 

a is the barrel diclneter; 

4 is thy bnrrcl la&h; 

m d t is tht: tunnel running ti:.;c, 

Z<ence "ihc ruscrvolr tcqcrztirc: Ceg;nds on tha swam of the 
running tine, and also criticzlly upor, thti value of y . ‘It is thus 
necessary to cletcmim t mcur2tely. 

The tcnpcratums c~lculstid in tnis m.y so far hzve bbcn lowzr 
than those predicted froa sdiabctic conprcssion of the vrorking g&s. It 
is suspected +&s-t sonc o? "vhe g=.s in the high prassure region ::hezd of 
the Tiston is lc&in~ pest thti $ston Rand thtireby reducing thi; mount of 
working gzs which is availzblt for cs~msion -t;~roqh thy noezla. This 
~111 cppc2r 2s 3 Gccreasc in running; tine. 
of tcnper~turc l btclin,d by this mtkod XY, 

Consequmtly, ne2surcmcnts 
incorrect, md the test section 

ikch nuraber osmot be pr&icted r:i-ti- ccr+- 2- 
tenpemtwc ha 

tiLnt;i until the reswvoir 
been mcsurcd 2s outlined in See-Lion i,, 9k.5. 

5.4. Kicrophonc records 

Thtiso hsve been useful in dctcrrminiag the tumel running tine 
md in nsscssing th; s-teadin;:~;~ of the ~'Lc-,r. 

The 12icrophone 'jSC L IS * a bclanwd urr:z,tu.re t--c ;dth Ercqwncy 
response up to jOGO cyclzs/sc~2., noumtid on 
section out of the hi.& spc:;d flov:. 

f:jo:lgc rubber in $1~2 rsorktig 

the Hciland 2~:nordcr* 
'The- output is conncct~c; directly to 

Eecords/ 
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Records have shown the noise cnuscd by the starting shock and 
then a period of steady, small r,nplitudc oscillations corresponding to 
'the stca&y Slo'r". The end of the hypersonic flow is indicstcd by a 
definite lnr,gc ri'sponse. The running time obtsinc,d from this meesurcmcnt 
is the sane as that obtsincd from pitot prossure Lmcaswemcnts. 

The change in times of flow establishr*!ent, steady flow and 
breakdotsm cawed by fitting the diffuser at the entrance c-f the dump 
chan!?2er was noticed from the microphone records. In the undiffused state 
the ,jet emitted considerable noise of unsteady character which lasted 
until the end of the run. FittinS tne diffuser decreased the amplitude 
of the microphone output and the end of the run was better defined. 

From the records it was possible to ncte that fitting the 
diffuser enabled a steady flow to be established. ExaispleS Of f lOW 

noise output, v&th and without dii"fuser, are shown in i?i:;s.lZ and 13. 

5.5 Flow visualization L--m-D--~ N___- 

Preliminary photographs have been taken of the floiTJ over a 
flat plate with square leading edge and of that over a flat plate &th 
hemicylindrical leading edge. A typical result is S~WM in Pig.?6. The 
p:lotograph was taken with a spa& of duration of approximately 2 idcro- 
seconds. The shock profile at -the leadi,+ ~g edge is apparent but no 
further details of the flor.: are visible, This is due to the present 
schlieren system being inadcqua-te for the low density in the working 
section (approximately 'i/'iOO atmospheric density). It is intended to 
increase the mirror focal length and use an improved light source to 
imL2rove the sensitivity of -t;hc systcn. 

It was hoped to use the system to visualize the edgtis and 
regions of the hypersonic jet and to correlate the flow photographs 
with pressure measurements discussed in Section 5,g’T.j: with the poor 
sensitivity of the system this has proved difficult. In order to overcome 
this difficulty a model has been conszuctcd consisting of several thin flat 
plates with blunt leading edge s mounted parallel to each other in the jet. 
By observing the pla tas over which the bow shock is symmetrical it is 
P ,ssible to estir;atr:the extent of the uniform flow region. Estimates 
SO far obtained have shown close agreement to the uniform flow region 
outlined in Section 5,$5.3. 
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Notes on the Use of kicroaavos to I\ZCZi,~3UYT Piston 
Displacement and Velocity 

The micronave frequency chosen should bc such as to 

(i> sustain a simple mode within the gun barrel; 

(ii) for the mode to have radial symmetry. 

Condition (i) ensures minimum attenuation along t&z bCXTY31 

whilst (ii) obviates am@itude variaticns arising from rotation of the 
polsrisin~ field caused by T:hcLnge of &i.electric oonstant :d%h pressure 
and temperature, 

For the diameter of the Universi;c;jr of Sou';~KXl~?tc;; @lx tTXli231 

(1.25") the most suitable mode satisfying tliie necessary cw-&itions is the 
which f&Is k-thin the '3 cm' soir~ercial. r;;inrc;-E,ve f=;~ui;)rnen-t range 

- 9.3 GC/s). 

The steel gun barrel was found. to be highly oclentive in 
frequency and the best tr;lnsC:;si.on frec,~zeroy wg:s found by inserting 
simple prrib e aerials nxirtlly into each end of the barrel, feeding the 
Klystron osoill::tor into em 2x-d r?e+;ec"ci.ng the: ci,-nai through a crystal 
detector at the other. The D .G. cutput; voltai;e ;KLS ‘chc:~ $31;tc:d a@nst 
Klystron frequenoy. A very distinct peal: was o'~tained at 9.225 Gcfs and 
this frequency has since bi:en used, 

'The microwave -?owi -to the gJI?i i2arrel is pssscd through a , 
&ree"tonal coupler to the aerial system. 1"rli.s pelXlTLtS the simultaneous 
moni-toring of the reflectid or transmitted ,;.ave system with a sln$c aerial. 

A ~'2OG3" directic,xd coui;ler used with t! CV27$ Refleotor 
Klystron gives a crystal diode (CVl&+L-) currenI; oi' orcler I,0 rd. Lb have 
found thst positioning of tie aerial is very important and can m3l:e an 
Lrprovenent of i$3 dB. UnfOrtWi2,t~~lj; COaX5.31 cablz hcsvily CLttCllU~teS the 

microwave signal before entering -the barrel. A flexible cOi.lplcr EiZSt, 

however, be used since not only does the barrel nut require unclamping, 
but also the direct vibration from the igu.n "vx;~lusion" can result in 
frequency ,jl-LmpirifT mf the 1'3,ystron and a docretisc k-t sensitivity of the 
cays ta1 cliode. 
of matohiq), 

If the me&sured signal is mnk nsymmetric (by tlkration 
then it is possible to ob;icrve a cLange 3.f sigal. phase 

whcncver tiie $ston reverses its direction. y,lis &'fcct 11;~;; bCCI1 
clearly seen during actual runs* 

Detection of the nylw piston is greatl;r aided if a disc of 
"shim" metal (brass, copp0 or alumLnium) is fixed to its front surface 
( Fi.g,6), though it i.s pnsszi.blc to dekct rcflooi,ions from the nyl.on cI.onc. 
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A simple theoretical e&mate of the bursting pressure can be 
made by considering the diaphragm ir, its stretched oondition to be a thin 
membrane. This implies a uniform str&&s distribution. It is assumed 
that bursting ocours when the indentation becomes hemispherical (this has 
been found tc be almost the case experimenCLly), 

Using the notation of the figure, the doformed thickness is 

3 
22 = ---c--s %l 

F -i- r;? 

where tk is the undefermcd thickness and 6 is the depth of indentation, 

As 6 --A r then "sz ----; &. 

balance 
Let the stress in the material be CT lb/in2. By considering the 

of forces around the rim of the hemispherical bowl NC have 

2 o- I$ . . . P =1. ------ . 
r 

At/ 
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P = P YWpfWT? 

and CT = G u1-t = ultimate tensile strength 

Le. 2Gult b 2Gult s, 
P rupture = 

,,,,,'--- = ,,,-,L,, 
r 2x7 

i.e. %l 
P rupture = Gult. T' 

Since tine material has been greatly deformed the ultimate 
tensile strength to be considered should be that of the cold norkeb 
material. For alwninium this is 9 tons/in' which gives 

“cl. 
D -rupture = 

2.02 xl@ 2: -; lb/i.?. 

This expression shops a good agreement with experimental 
results obtained from the Univcraity of Southampton gun tunnel and 
is pl&3zed on Fig.9. 





Distance 

1 High pressure vessel. 5 Second diaphragm. 

2 Barrel. 6 Noszkx 

3 FirsL diaphrayn 7 TX& section 

4 Pi&on. 8 lhrnp cl-ramber 
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3. FIG. 

Djaqram of h&pressure vessel including-pricker assembly 

Enlargement pricker assembly 
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